ONLINE PROGRAM

HOTLINE RING
A COLLECTIVE VIRTUAL FUNDRAISER

THURSDAY, JULY 15, 2021
6:00 PM - 10:00 PM
KELLY-STRAYHORN.ORG/HOTLINERING

1HOOD MEDIA
DREAMS OF HOPE
KELLY STRAYHORN THEATER

BOOM CONCEPTS
THE LEGACY ARTS PROJECT

BRADDOCK CARNEGIE LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
PEARLARTS
“ARTISTS ARE HERE TO DISTURB THE PEACE. THEY HAVE TO DISTURB THE PEACE.”

- JAMES BALDWIN

The Pittsburgh Foundation is proud to support Hotline Ring and all those who find beauty in chaos, speak the truth and get into good trouble. Thank you for disturbing the peace with your creativity.
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

6:00 PM  WELCOME TO HOTLINE RING!
How to Donate!
Couch Talk with Casa Brasil (Order Snack Boxes until 8:30pm!)
Viewers Join on Zoom!
Black Political Leaders of Southwestern Pennsylvania with State Representative Ed Gainey, Wilkinsburg Mayor Elect Dontae Comans & Braddock Mayor Chardae Jones

6:30 PM  BOOM CONCEPTS
Couch Talk with DS Kinsel
Public Art Projects Feature
Trapology Game with Thomas Agnew
Musical Performance by Anqwenique and The Ringtones

6:55 PM  1HOOD MEDIA
Couch Talk with Farooq Al-Said
Performance by JM the Poet
Performance by Victor Muthama

7:20 PM  THE LEGACY ARTS PROJECT
Couch Talk with Erin Perry and Patricia Ford
Exploring the Relationship to Africana
Spoken Word Performance by Erin Perry with Music by Fode Camara and Yamoussa Camara
Beer Tasting Dance Off!

7:45 PM  BRADDOCK CARNEGIE LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
Couch Talk with Jonathan Reyes
Five Second Summary Game
Classes and Crafts at BCLA
Live In Studio Tote Bag Screen Printing
Poetry Performance by Blac Roses

8:05 PM  CHAMPAGNE TOAST
Couch Talk with Everyday’s A Sunday (Order Snack Boxes until 8:30pm!)
Viewers Join on Zoom!
Performance by Diarria Imani

8:25 PM  DAMON YOUNG IN CONVERSATION WITH JOSEPH HALL

8:30 PM  DREAMS OF HOPE
Couch Talk with Bekezela Mguni, Ali Hoefnagel, & David Warga
Reading by Ginger Brooks Takahashi
Performance by E the Dragnificent
Performance by Modella D Rossi

8:55 PM  PEARLARTS
Couch Talk with Staycee & Herman Pearl
CIRCLE|BOSS Video Preview

9:20 PM  KELL Y STRAYHORN THEATER
Couch Talk with KST Board Members Caitlin Green and Adam Golden
Sunstar 2021 Recap
Propelled Animals Preview

9:45 PM  FINAL DONATION COUNTDOWN!
Viewers Join on Zoom!
Hotline Ring Double Dutch Off
Dance Party Good Night
DEAR LOVERS OF THE ARTS,

It has been a year. For all of us. We experienced a global pandemic together that shut down the world. We asked ourselves hard questions and re-examined how we support each other and sustain through this time.

Last year, you were with us when we announced Hotline Ring, a virtual fundraiser led by Kelly Strayhorn Theater, that brought together the aligned missions of 1Hood Media, Braddock Carnegie Library Association, Boom Concepts, Dreams of Hope, PearlArts, and The Legacy Arts Project. With your support, we created an historic event that raised $130,000 and showcased a dynamic representation of regional and national artists, projects, and programs.

We are excited to announce that the Hotline Ring Collective will come together again on Thursday, July 15, 2021 from 6pm to 10pm to weave our values, our care, and our vision for the future.

Our vision remains - a future of abundance and shared resources fueled by inclusive arts experiences through affordability, multiple forms of access, a range of aesthetics, outreach, and education. As organizations in community with or led by queer, Black, people of color, unity draws us together to create systemic change, divest in state-sanctioned violence, and build space for healing.

The pandemic exposed, in real time, the longstanding injustices against Black people that energized a racial justice movement. In Pittsburgh, it sparked urgency to address racial inequities and make change, together. At the same time, it reignited a global passion for art. While we confronted the truths of oppressive, destructive systems, we also felt more deeply the joy of art. Art is a means to not only lift our spirits, but to survive unknown and painful times.

As we begin to see a light at the end of the tunnel, we are working to regain our footing from the setbacks we are still enduring. Arts organizations, large and small, were hit hard and fast by the COVID-19 economic crisis. But we are encouraged by the relationships we have cultivated as institutions, individual artists, and independent collectives. We’ve chosen to work together with intention for mutual aid, collaborating on projects, and mentoring one another. We partner and work together because art, creativity and culture bring us joy as we navigate the truth of our realities, affirm our lives, and nurture the well-being of our communities.

Thank you for showing up for us. We are here because of you, and we look forward to continuing to create with you.

With abundant and joyful gratitude,

THE HOTLINE RING COLLECTIVE

Jasiri X
Founder & CEO
1Hood Media

DS Kinsel
Co-Founder
BOOM Concepts

Victoria Vargo
Executive Director
Braddock Carnegie Library Assoc.

Ali Hoefnagel
artistic program director
Dreams of Hope

Bekezela Mguni
educational program director
Dreams of Hope

David Warga
administrative director
Dreams of Hope

Erin Perry
Executive Director
The Legacy Arts Project

Staycee Pearl
Co-Executive/Artistic Director
PearlArts

Joseph Hall
Executive Director
Kelly Strayhorn Theater
1Hood Media is a collective of socially conscious artists and activists who utilize art as a means of raising awareness about matters affecting people around the world. Our mission is to build liberated communities through art, education, and social justice.

STAFF
Jasiri X, Co Founder/ CEO
Farooq Al-Said, Director Of Operations
Miracle Jones, Director of Policy & Advocacy
Shyeim “Treble NLS” Banks, Lead Teaching Artist & Engineer

1HOOD MEDIA
460 Melwood Avenue
Pittsburgh PA, 15213

BOOM Concepts is a creative hub based in Pittsburgh dedicated to the advancement of POC and LGBTQIA creative entrepreneurs. BOOM Concepts serves as a space for field building, knowledge sharing, peer to peer mentorship, and storytelling.

STAFF
DS Kinsel, Co-Founder & Artistic Director
J. Thomas Agnew, Co-Founder & Operations Manager
Pamela Schon, Administrative Assistant
Darya Kharabi, Project Manager

BOOM CONCEPTS
5139 Penn Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA, 15224
Braddock Carnegie Library Association has been the foundation for Andrew Carnegie’s legacy of lifelong, self-guided growth. The Association strives to continue this legacy by adapting our programs to the ever-changing needs of our community and the desires of our patrons.

STAFF
Essence Yancey, Core Artist & Library Assistant
Vicki Vargo, Executive Director
Mandee Williams, Children’s Library Manager
Keisha West, Library Assistant
Ruth Trock, Core Artist
Juliet Phillips, Core Artist
Ruthie Stringer, Collections Development
LaTika Ann Sewell, Arts and Culture Facilitator & Core Artist
Jonathan Reyes, Arts and Culture Facilitator
Chris Pilewski, Core Artist
Hannah Graves, Library Assistant and Admin Coordinator
Mary Carey, Arts & Culture and Information Facilitator
Rachel Brehm, Library Director
Lauren Beachom, Program Manager
Pam Barusso, Library Assistant

BRADDOCK CARNEGIE LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
419 Library Street
Braddock, PA, 15104

Through the power of the arts, Dreams of Hope provides the region’s lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer, questioning, asexual, and allied (LGBTQA+) youth a welcoming environment to grow in confidence, express themselves, and develop as leaders.

STAFF
Ali Hoefnagel, artistic program director
Bekezela Mguni, educational program director
David Warga, administrative director

DREAMS OF HOPE
P.O. Box 4912
Pittsburgh, PA, 15206
Through education, instruction and interactions, The Legacy Arts Project preserves the history and traditions of African art as represented throughout the diaspora. The organization strives to share the presentation of art throughout the community in order to inspire the upliftment of individuals within the urban neighborhoods of Pittsburgh.

**STAFF**

**Erin Perry**, Executive Director  
**Patricia Ford**, Director of Programs

**THE LEGACY ARTS PROJECT**  
7227 Tioga Street  
Pittsburgh, PA 15208

PearlArts is a dance-focused arts organization that also provides music and media arts programming. We offer artistic experiences through creative residencies, innovative collaborations, and a broad range of dance and sound education and outreach opportunities. PearlArts is the creative parent organization for STAYCEE PEARL dance project & Soy Sos and Tuff Sound Recording.

**STAFF**

**Staycee Pearl**, Co-executive/Artistic Director  
**Herman Pearl (Soy Sos)**, Co-executive Director/ Sound Designer  
**Jessica Anne Marino**, SPdp&SS Dancer/Company Manager  
**LaTrea Rembert**, SPdp&SS Dancer/Rehearsal Director  
**Chandler Bingham**, SPdp&SS Dancer  
**Kitoko Chargois**, Communications Director/Program Coordinator  
**Ally Tayag Ricarte**, Production Manager/Marketing Associate/Director of Education

**PEARLARTS**

PearlArts is operating in residence at the Kelly Strayhorn Theater’s Alloy Studios for 2021 - 2023 as part of the PearlArts @ KST Mutual Aid Residency.
Kelly Strayhorn Theater is a non-profit community performing arts center in East Liberty, advancing live art through strategic vision and community collaboration with two venues running along Penn Avenue. KST’s Alloy Studio is a cultural hub and the historic Kelly Strayhorn Theater is located in East Liberty’s thriving business district. More than 15 years after the founding of the theater, KST continues to use its broad reach to impact the contemporary arts and the community.

**STAFF**

- **Kelsy Black**, Marketing Manager
- **Margo Cunningham**, Patron Services, Programming Operations + Administrative Lead
- **Joseph Hall**, Executive Director
- **Ben Pryor**, Programming Director
- **J.R. Shaw**, Production Manager
- **Michael Uhrin**, Development Manager
- **Sondra E. Woodruff II**, Producer, Engagement & Social Impact

**BOARD**

- **Caitlin Green**, Chair
- **Lisa B. Freeland**, Vice Chair
- **Joseph Decker**, Treasurer
- **Adam Golden**, Secretary
- **Deborah Acklin**
- **R. Yvonne Campos**
- **Kyle Crawford**
- **Stacey L. Jarrell**
- **Anne Billiet Lackner**
- **Badel Mbanga**
- **Arthur Pang**
- **Kannu Sahni**
- **Richard C. Smith**

**KELLY-STRAHYORN THEATER**

5941 Penn Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15206

**KST’S ALLOY STUDIOS**

5530 Penn Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15206

**OUR SUPPORTERS**

We thank the generous individual donors, corporate sponsors, foundations, and agencies that provide vital support for Kelly Strayhorn Theater’s programs and allow KST to thrive in our community. This list reflects donations and commitments made between July 1, 2020 and June 30, 2021.

- Allegheny Health Network
- BNY Mellon
- Carnegie Mellon University College of Fine Arts
- Clark Hunter Foundation
- Doris Duke Charitable Foundation
- The Grable Foundation
- Heinz Endowments
- Henry L. Hillman Family Foundation
- Kerr Engineered Sales Co.
- Mosites Company
- National Performance Network
- Opportunity Fund PACE | Program to Aid Citizen Enterprise
- Pennsylvania Council on Arts
- The Pittsburgh Foundation
- Rivers of Steel Heritage Corp.
- WQED Pittsburgh
- Bilal Abbey
- Edith Abeya
- Kyle Abraham
- Sue Abramson
- Jessica Bowser Acri
- Andrea Aliquo-Varela
- David Allen

**We thank the generous individual donors, corporate sponsors, foundations, and agencies that provide vital support for Kelly Strayhorn Theater’s programs and allow KST to thrive in our community. This list reflects donations and commitments made between July 1, 2020 and June 30, 2021.**

- Peter Andersen
- Scott N Andrew
- David Andromalos
- Sarah Anne & Chad Stacy
- Heather Arnet & The Women & Girls Foundation of Southwest Pennsylvania
- Rosa Averbach
- Arthur Aviles
- Aya & Andi & Red & Julian Kaiga Ayase
- Valerie Baer
- Charlie Barber
- John Barbera Jr
- nina marie barbuto Alex Bard
- Norma Jean Barnes
- Heidi Bartlett
- Heather Harley
- Beverly Bates
- Martina Battistone
- Maria Bauman-Morales
- Jessica Beck
- Leslie + Paul Bodnarchuk
- Leslie Begala
- Jaclyn M Belczyk
- Sidra Bell
- Sue Bell
- Carolyn Belczyk
- C S Benedetto
- Linda Benedict-Jones
- David Bernabo
- Nancy Bernstein & Rocky Schoen
- Faith Berry
- Loryn Bertoti
- Gene Bertsch
- Don Bertschman
- Kurt Beschorner
- Dana Bishop-Roo
- Leslie Bishop & Jeffrey Hyman
- Susan Blackman
- Brittany Blackwell
- Hillary Bliss
- Paul E Block
- Mona Blount
- Alexander Bodnarchuk
- Alyson Bonavoglia
- Kevin Bonicky
- Lisa Borghesi
- Christopher Boring
- Nikki Boudreau
- Karen Brean
- Emily Breedlove
- David & Barbara Brewton
- Ginger Brooks
- Takahashi
- Mitsuko Brooks
- Norman Brown
- Erica Brusselars
- Ashley Buchinger
- Elizabeth Burbano
- Elizabeth Burnette
- Wendy Burtner
- Catharyn Burton
- Beth & Randy Bush
- Jason Butler
- Regina Butler
- R. Yvonne Campos
OUR SUPPORTERS (CONTINUED)

Alexis Canoy
Margaret & James Cantwell
Mike Capsambelis
Sarah Carleton
Sam Carlson
Aidan Carney
Rebecca Carpenter
John Carson
Lindsay Cashman
etta cetera
Cheryl Chakrabarti
Shelly Chandhok
Shelley Chang
Briana Lynn Charles
Ronnie Charles
Anne Chen
Zhiwan Cheung
Elizabeth Chodos & Zhiwan Cheung
Anne Chen
Briana Lynn Charles
John Carson
Rebecca Carpenter
Aidan Carney
Sam Carlson
Sarah Carleton
Cheryl Chakrabarti
Shelly Chandhok
Briana Lynn Charles
Ronnie Charles
Anne Chen
Zhiwan Cheung
Elizabeth Chodos & Zhiwan Cheung

Cecilia G. Golden
Ph.D.
P. W. Golden
Pamela Golden
Erin Goldstein
Julie Gonzalez
Jake Goodman & Sean Shepherd
Lauren Gosinski
David Gotwald & Peter Franzen
Evlyn Gould
Lisa Grandstaff
Hannah Graves
Khadija Gray
Caitlin Green & Upendo Tookas
Chris & Kathleen Green
Jessica Green
Kathleen & Christopher Green
Toby Greenwalt
Barbara Griffin
Amanda Gross
Alexandra Gruskos & David Orenstein
Tim Gyves
Penn Hackney
Brandy Hadden
Julia Hagle
Polly Halfkenny
Cheryl Hall-Russell
Elizabeth C Hardin
Aurelie Harp
Hilary Harp
Cheryl Harrison
Sondra Rose Hart
Ronald Hartman & Leslie Golomb
Lea & Patrick Harty
Martha Harty & Richard Scheines
Susan Haugh & Jane Ramseyer Miller

OUR SUPPORTERS (CONTINUED)

Daniel Hayes
In Memory of Teaira Whitehead
Jasmine Hearn
Jess Heathcote
Michelle Heck
Em Hedditch
Divya Rao Heffley
Wanda & Howard Henderson
Kelly Henderson
Teresa Hilario
Kathleen Hill
Courtney Hobbs
Dena Hofkosh
Christopher Horwitz & Pamela Murray
Melanie Howard
Mac, Jennifer, Merv, & Emma Howison
Liz Hrenda
Colin Hunt
L Hyun
Kathryn Isherwood
Jennifer Jabaut
Alexis Jabour
Tacara Jackson
Colleen Jankovic & Stacy Toler
Stacey Jarrell
The Jarrett-Montano Family
Deana Jirak
Amanda Johnson
Erika Johnson & Lynn Clarke
Alexandra Jones
atiya jones
Tim & Katie Jones
Jennifer Joy
Dolores M. Kaclik
Katherine Kaemmerer
Caroline Kallos
Michael Kamin
Jessica Kaminsky
Mia Karpov
Matthew Katase/Brew Gentlemen
Suzu Kawamoto
Carolyn Kazdin
Tom Keefe
Erika Kellerman
Penelope Kemekendou
Danielle Keyes
Ellen Kitzerow
Michael Klonicki
Katie Koffler
Kristin Komazec
Peter Kope & Michele De la Reza
Christina Koshzow & Chris Mason
Paul Kruse
Samhita Kudva
Erma Kuykendall
Anne & Vincent Lackner
Alex Lake & Katie Childs
Tess Lalor
David F. Landis
Gail Langstroth
Kristen Lauth Shaeffer
Nina LeDonne
Andrew & Desiree Lee Abby Lembersky
Michelle Leroy
Douglas Levine & Lauren Braun
Nancy Levine
Claudette Lewis
Elsa Limbach
Marina Lopez
Christine Lorenz
Kilolo Luckett & John Barbera
Alyssa Lyon
John & Tracy Mahood
Liana Maneese
Adil Mansoor
Beth Marcello & John Rodella
Laura Marin
Megan Marks
Diana Marston Wood & David Wood
Ashley Martin
Naeem Martinez
Kristina Marusic
Lea Masatsugu
Moriah Ella Mason
e. Crystal Massie
Marc Masterson
Dita Mathew-Malik
Beth & Roy Matway
Taylor Mayo
Badel L. Mbanga
Janet McCall
Erin McCrosky
Shaunda McDill/DEMASKUS
Ryan M McKelvey
Jan McManns & Tony Buba
Kathleen Kelly Meade & David Meade
Eva B. Mergner
Valerie A. Metzler
Muzz & Michelle Meyers
Michele Miller-Cox
Diane Milowicki
Gerard Minaya
Mark Minnerly
Joseph Mirt
Christine Mondor
Ayanah Moor
Phyllis Moorman
Goode
Erin Morey
Steve & Gail Mosites
Marita Mosquera
Jessica G. Moss
Briann Moye
OUR SUPPORTERS (CONTINUED)

Clare Mulholland
Jamie Erin Murphy
Shannon Musgrave
John Musser
Greg Mutinelli
Shaun Myers
Maelene Myers
Delisa Myles
National Financial Services LLC
Scott Nelson
Thomas Nelson & Eric Crosby
Celeste Neuhaus
Luke Niebler
William J. O’Driscoll
Maggie Oates
Alison & Paul Oehler
Dee Jay & Elliott Oshry
Jessica Pachuta
Mel Packer & Emily DeFerrari
ariel pang
Liz Park & Colter Harper
Mariah Passarelli
Flannery Patton
Staycee Pearl
Margaret Pereira
Erin Perry
Sandrea E Perry
Stephanie Petroski
Whitney Philips
Katie Phillips
Julz Picard
Sartje Pickett
Renee Piechocki
Oliver Henry Pinder
Sarah Platt
Melanie Pliskin
Sadie Powers + Nicole Hall
Andy Ptaschinski
Barb Pugh
Christa Puskarich
Barton Rack
Cathy Raphael
Beth Ratas
Brittany Reed
Bill Reier
Bahia Ramos
Kayla Reiman
Julia Reimer & Phillip Lund
Maree ReMalia & Isaac Kirley
Daniel & Lauren Resnick
Ryan Ricarte
Cory Ricci
Emily Rice
Randal & Maggie Richardson
Martha Riecks & Christopher Tracey
Georgiana Riley
Rebecca Robertson
Kate Romane & Black Radish Kitchen
Steve Root & Louise Silk
Seth Rosenberg & Rebecca King
Mathew Rosenblum & Maggie Lane Rosenblum
Nica Ross
Nathaniel Rouse II
Erin Roussel
Lauren Russell
Kris Rust
Jimmy Saal & Dr. Felicia Snead
Maria Teresa Saenz Robles
sarah sanford
Janet Sarbaugh
Kathleen Anna Savage
Wayne Savage
Nancy Schaefer
Antonia Scheidel
Wendy Schiller
Tim & Rachael Schwartzmiller
Rose Scilla
Derek Scott
Doreen Scott
Roslyn & Herschel Segall
Kelly Seibel
John Seidman
Jennifer A Serakowski
KK Shabazz / Turntable Ruckus
Daniel Shaffer
Amit Shah
Alison Shapiro
Sawyer M. Shaw
Dom Sheffey
Stevie & Will Sheridan
Nicole Shero
Shannon & Larry Shields
Andrea Shockling
The Shyne Awards Foundation
Megan Sigemund
Leonard Silk
Sarah Silk
Yael Silk
Suzie Silver
Shana Simmons
Kelly L. Simpson-Scupelli
Nichole M Sims
Nick Sisco
Brooke Skinner
Rickettos
Luke Skurman
Becky Slemmons & Arohan
Brenda Smith & Rosemary Welsch
Burgandy Alden Smith
Chai Smith

OUR SUPPORTERS (CONTINUED)

Janet Smith
Richard C. Smith
Leigh Solomon-Pugliano & David Pugliano
Maryanne Sonick
Rick Soria & Dr. Scott Fech
O.E. Zelmanovich & Rayden Soroc
Holly Sousa
Kate Sphar
Lauryn Stalter
Andrea Stanford
Lynne Stanford
Randy Stark
Bob & Jane Steineck
Leslie Sten
Jil Stifel & Blaine
Ruthie Stringer
Chitra Subramanian
Steve Sucato
David Sufin & Diane
S. Samuels
N Sweet
Xavier Szigethy
Aaron Tarnow
Olivier Tarpaga & Esther Baker-Tarpaga
Dorie Taylor
Keysa Taylor
Marcia Tethlhorster
Edward Terry
Lenore Thomas
Mark Anthony Thomas
Anna Taylor & Thompson Knight - slowdanger
Shannon Thompson
Cynthia Thorpe
Emily Thurston
Dane Toney
Annalee Traylor
Mary Tremonte
Brittany Trotter
Wendy Truran
Olivia Tucker
Lauren Turner
Hannah Turpin
Addi Twigg
Dixie & John Tymitz
Michael Uhrin
Stewart Urist & Sara Packin
Ann Valdes
Rachel Vallozzi
Carlyn Van Dyke, Gabriel Forsythe y Korzeniewicz
Kathryn Vargas
Vicki Vargo & Chris Meklas
Amelia Wagner & Jeffrey Railsback
Chelsa Wagner
Janine Walker
Julie Waltz-Stalker
The Warden Family
Dennis Washington
Angela Washko
Edisa Weeks
Kim Weild
Robert & Arlene Weiner
Helene Weinraub & Geoff Clauss
Barbara Weissberger & Eric Moe
Sarah & Rick Wertheimer
Aisha N White
Heather White
Peggy C Whitehurst
Michael E. Whitehock
Eileen Wickett
Tiffany Wilhelm & Kyle Bostian
Amy Zhuang
Kaiya Willis
Randall Wilson
Lida Winfield
Scott & Michela Wolf
Scott Wolovich
Kelley Woodruff
Sarah Woodruff
Alisha Wormsley
The Woychecks
Dane Yablonsky
Alecia D Young & Damon J Young
Eremina G Ytsma
Dave Zak
Mary Tremonte
Brittany Trotter
Wendy Truran
Olivia Tucker
Lauren Turner
Hannah Turpin
Addi Twigg
Dixie & John Tymitz
Michael Uhrin
Stewart Urist & Sara Packin
Ann Valdes
Rachel Vallozzi
Carlyn Van Dyke, Gabriel Forsythe y Korzeniewicz
Kathryn Vargas
Vicki Vargo & Chris Meklas
Amelia Wagner & Jeffrey Railsback
Chelsa Wagner
Janine Walker
Julie Waltz-Stalker
The Warden Family
Dennis Washington
Angela Washko
Edisa Weeks
Kim Weild
Robert & Arlene Weiner
Helene Weinraub & Geoff Clauss
Barbara Weissberger & Eric Moe
Sarah & Rick Wertheimer
Aisha N White
Heather White
Peggy C Whitehurst
Michael E. Whitehock
Eileen Wickett
Tiffany Wilhelm & Kyle Bostian
Amy Zhuang
Kaiya Willis
Randall Wilson
Lida Winfield
Scott & Michela Wolf
Scott Wolovich
Kelley Woodruff
Sarah Woodruff
Alisha Wormsley
The Woychecks
Dane Yablonsky
Alecia D Young & Damon J Young
Eremina G Ytsma
Dave Zak
Amy Zhuang
Kaiya Willis
Randall Wilson
Lida Winfield
Scott & Michela Wolf
Scott Wolovich
Kelley Woodruff
Sarah Woodruff
Alisha Wormsley
The Woychecks
Dane Yablonsky
Alecia D Young & Damon J Young
Eremina G Ytsma
Dave Zak
Amy Zhuang

Highmark Blue Cross Blue Shield is an independent licensee of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association.

We applaud Kelly Strayhorn Theater for inspiring our community through performance.


Today is the day to inspire, delight and amaze.

We're pleased to support the Kelly Strayhorn Theater. Thank you for the joy you bring to our community every day.

pnc.com
1HOOD.ORG
BOOMUNIVERSE.CO
BRADDOCKCARNEGIELIBRARY.ORG
DREAMSOFHOPE.ORG
LEGACYARTS.Project.ORG
PEARLARTSSTUDIOS.COM
KELLY-STRAYHORN.ORG